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Seven-up, the Drosophila
homolog of the COUP-TF
orphan receptors,
controls cell proliferation
in the insect kidney
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Morphogenesis of the insect kidney, the Malpighian tu-
bules, is controlled in Drosophila by a single large cell,
the tip cell. It has been postulated that this cell sends out
a mitogenic signal that induces the division of neighbor-
ing cells. The signal and the molecules that receive it
have remained elusive. We show that the COUP-TF-re-
lated nuclear orphan receptor Seven-up is a key compo-
nent that becomes induced in response to mitogenic EGF
receptor signaling activity emanating from the tip cell.
Seven-up in turn is capable of regulating the transcrip-
tion of cell cycle regulators.
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Pattern formation and morphogenesis are intercon-
nected processes in development (Gurdon 1992).
Whereas great progress has been made to elucidate the
genetic and molecular interactions that govern pattern-
forming events (Nüsslein-Volhard 1991; Greenwald and
Rubin 1992; Lawrence and Struhl 1996), much less is
known on how developmental cues direct morphogen-
esis during the formation of tissues and organs in ani-
mals (Edgar and Lehner 1996; Follette and O’Farrell
1997). The Drosophila Malpighian tubules (MTs), which
form a simple excretory epithelium comparable in func-
tion with kidneys in vertebrates (Wessing and Eichelberg
1978; Skaer 1993), offer a model system to study the
interplay between patterning and cell proliferation,
which is one important aspect of morphogenesis.

MTs function as the insect kidney both in the larva
and the adult (Wessing and Eichelberg 1978). They con-
sist of two pairs of blind ending tubes that are composed
of a single cell-layered epithelium with a tightly con-
trolled number of cells (Janning et al. 1986; Skaer 1993).
The tubules float in the hemolymph from where they
take up nitrogenous waste that is excreted as uric acid.
During embryogenesis, MTs evert as four protuberances
from the hindgut primordium, the proctodeum (Fig. 1A;
Skaer 1993). The everting tubules grow by cell prolifera-
tion, which takes place in a few cells along the tubules

and extensively in a distal proliferation domain in their
tip region. Cell ablation experiments and studies on the
pattern of cell division have shown that a single large
cell at the distal end of each tubule, termed the tip cell,
is decisive for controlling the proliferation of its neigh-
boring cells (Skaer 1989). The tip cell that differentiates
into a cell with neuronal characteristics during later
stages of development (Fig. 1B) arises by division of a tip
mother cell that is selected in the tubule primordium by
lateral inhibition involving the Notch signaling pathway
and the transcription factor Krüppel (Kr; Hoch et al.
1994) (Fig. 1C–F). It has been suggested that the tip cell
sends a mitogenic signal to adjacent cells in the distal
proliferation zone (Skaer 1989). It has remained elusive,
however, what the signal is or what its target molecules
in the signal-receiving cells could be and how cell pro-
liferation during MT morphogenesis is regulated.

Results and Discussion

The orphan receptor Seven-up controls cell
proliferation during tubule development

In searching for regulators of cell proliferation, we iden-
tified the seven-up (svp) gene to be important for MT
growth. svp encodes a homolog of the human transcrip-
tion factor COUP-TF (Mlodzik et al. 1990; Power et al.
1991) and belongs to the steroid/thyroid hormone recep-
tor superfamily (Thummel 1995). Svp has been shown
previously to be involved in photoreceptor cell fate de-
termination in the eye (Hiromi et al. 1993; Begemann et
al. 1995; Kramer et al. 1995). Two types of transcripts
have been characterized at the svp locus (Mlodzik, et al.
1990): svp type I encodes a protein with both a DNA-
binding domain and a ligand binding domain (LBD); and
svp type II diverges from type I in the middle of the LBD.
Both isoforms are highly conserved in evolution; ho-
mologs that are involved in neurogenesis and organogen-
esis have been identified in vertebrates and invertebrates
(Tsai and Tsai 1997).

During MT development, both isoforms of svp are ex-
pressed in the same pattern. Their expression can first be
detected in embryonic stage 10 (Campos-Ortega and
Hartenstein 1997) on one side of the outgrowing tubules
and, later, during the eversion, in a group of about six to
eight cells in the tip region (Fig. 1G–I). Analysis of the
MTs of amorphic svp mutants revealed a reduction of
the tubule cell number compared to wild type (Table 1;
Fig. 1M). Anti-Kr antibody stainings reveal that the MT
precursor cells are specified normally in svp mutants in-
dicating that the cause for the defect is not attributable
to cell death that might lead to a size reduction of the
tubule primordium (Fig. 1J). Furthermore, tip cell deter-
mination occurs normally in the mutants (Fig. 1 K,L).
Rather, pulse labeling with BrdU, suggests that the re-
duction of the cell number results from a failure of
proper cell divisions. In wild-type embryos, BrdU incor-
poration occurs asymmetrically on one side of each tu-
bule in proliferating cells. When MT eversion begins in
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stage 10, the dividing cells in the distal tip region con-
tinue to incorporate BrdU extensively (Fig. 1N) until the
end of stage 13 when division stops (Janning, et al. 1986;
Skaer 1989). Subsequently, intense BrdU incorporation
occurs in all of the tubule cells during endomitotic
cycles that take place in a proximal to distal direction in
the tubules. In svp mutants we found relatively normal
BrDU incorporation during the initial cell divisions, but

subsequently it was strongly reduced
indicating a failure of DNA replication
(Fig. 1O). In the later occurring endo-
mitotic cycles, the BrdU pattern was
normal again (not shown), indicating
that a specific block of S phases occurs
in dividing cells, but not during the
endomitotic cycles. These results sug-
gest that svp, which is expressed in
the proliferation domains marked by
BrdU, might be an integral component
of the regulatory network that regu-
lates division in the cells that receive
the mitogenic signal from the tip cell.

rhomboid and Star activities
in the mitogenic tip cell

To identify the nature of the mito-
genic tip cell signal we screened for
genes specifically active in the tip
cells. We found that the genes rhom-
boid (rho) and Star (S), which encode
transmembrane proteins (Bier et al.
1990; Kolodkin et al. 1994) shown pre-
viously to be involved in epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) signal-
ing (Freeman 1997; Schweitzer and
Shilo 1997), are expressed in the tip
cells and that both are required for MT
growth. When the tubules start to
evert, rho and S are expressed in the
tip mother cell (Fig. 2A,C,E); subse-
quently rho is strongly expressed in
the tip cell (Fig. 2B,E) and S in the tip
cell and its former sister cell (Fig.
2D,E). An analysis of the MTs in the
corresponding amorphic mutants re-
vealed a strong decrease of cells in rho
mutants and a weaker decrease in S
mutants (Table 1). In a rho;S double
mutant, the tubules are barely detect-
able (Table 1) indicating that rho and S
activities are essential, albeit redun-
dant, components controlling MT
growth. The tubule phenotype of rho;S
double mutants is very similar to the
one of EGFR mutants, which also
show a drastic decrease of the tubule
cell number (Baumann and Skaer
1993; Table 1). As in svp mutants, the
allocation and the differentiation of

the tip cells are normal in the receptor mutants (not
shown) indicating that receptor activity is not required
for tip cell determination and differentiation. The reduc-
tion of the tubule cell number in EGFR mutants is not
due to cell death as indicated by acridine orange and
TUNEL experiments (this paper; see also Clifford and
Schüpbach 1992; Baumann and Skaer 1993) but, rather,
to a failure of proper cell divisions. No BrdU incorpora-

Figure 1. svp is required for MT growth. (A) Dorsolateral view of a stage 13 embryo
visualizing two of the four everting tubules (inset, arrowheads) by mAb FascII labels
tubule membranes. (B) mAb 22C10, mAb FascII double staining (both green) of a stage
16 tubule; 22C10 expression marks the neural tip cell. (C–E) Anti-Kr (red), mAb FascII
(green) double stainings highlighting the tip mother cell in stage 10 (C, arrowhead), the
two daughter cells shortly thereafter (D, arrowheads) and the tip cell in stage 14 (E,
arrowhead). (F) Scheme of tip cell allocation. (G–I) svp expression monitored by in situ
hybridization (G; stage 11 tubule) or via a svp lacZ line (H,I; late stage 11) showing the
same expression pattern. Anti-b-gal (green), anti-Kr (red) double stainings. Yellow
shows coexpression of svp and Kr in the tip mother cell (H; arrowhead) and the tip cell
(I; arrowhead). (J–M,O) svp mutant embryos, (N) wild type. (J–L) Anti-Kr staining. The
primordium (J), tip cell allocation (K,L), and tip cell differentiation (inset in L, mAb
22C10 stains) are normal. (M) Anti-Cut staining reveals a reduced tubule cell number in
svp mutants (Table 1). (N,O) BrDU incorporation studies of stage 11 embryos. (tmc) Tip
mother cell; (tc) tip cell.
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tion occurs in EGFR mutants in the outbudding tubules
at the time when cells divide in wild-type embryos (Fig.
2G). However, BrdU incorporation occurs again much
later during the endomitotic cycles (Fig. 2H), indicating
that in EGFR muants, a specific defect in DNA replica-
tion exists in cells that would normally divide.

In vitro and in vivo studies on the mechanisms of
EGFR signaling during cell determination in the embry-
onic CNS and the eye (Freeman 1997; Schweitzer and
Shilo 1997) have suggested that Rho and S process a
membrane-bound form of the activating ligand of the
receptor, the TGFa-like Spi protein, to generate the se-
creted form of Spi (sSpi). sSpi is then proposed to diffuse
to neighboring cells, bind to the receptor, and activate
target genes via the Ras/Raf signaling cassette; these in-
clude the primary target gene pointedP1 (pntP1), encoding
an ETS domain transcription factor (Klämbt 1993), and
the secondary target gene argos (aos), encoding a nega-
tively acting ligand of the receptor (Freeman et al. 1992;
Gabay et al. 1996). These downstream components of
the pathway are also active during tubule development.
pntP1 and aos are expressed during stage 10 in six to eight
cells on one side of the MTs overlapping the rho and S
expression domains and later, weakly in several cells in
the tip region (Fig. 2F). In amorphic aos mutants we ob-
serve a slightly larger number of tubule cells, whereas
amorphic pnt mutants show a decrease of tubule cells
(Table 1). These results indicate that for controlling cell
proliferation and cell determination, the same key com-
ponents of the EGFR cascade are required.

svp is a downstream target gene of EGFR signaling
activity

Our findings suggest that the EGFR pathway provides
the mitogenic tip cell signal that activates svp expres-
sion and regulates cell division. To test this hypothesis,
we analyzed svp expression in EGFR mutants and per-
formed ectopic expression studies with various members
of the pathway using the UAS–Gal4 system (Brand and

Perrimon 1993). svp is absent in mutants for the EGFR
(Fig. 3A,B). It is still expressed, however, in amorphic pnt
mutants (not shown), suggesting that Svp is a transcrip-
tional regulator that is likely to be activated in parallel to
the primary transcription factor PntP1 in the signaling
cascade. If sSpi activity is provided ectopically in all of
the tubule cells using a ubiquitously expressing MT–
Gal4 driver and a UAS–sSpi effector gene, the svp expres-
sion domain becomes dramatically expanded and an in-
crease of the tubule cell number is observed (Fig. 3C).
Similar, although slightly weaker effects on svp tran-
scription and the number of tubule cells could be ob-
served upon ubiquitous expression of other components
of the EGFR pathway, like Rho, activated Ras, or Raf (not
shown). Conversely, when a dominant-negative Ras al-
lele was ectopically expressed in all of the tubule cells,

Figure 2. Localized rho and S activity in the tip cells of the
tubules. (A,B) rho expression in the tip mother cell (A, arrow-
head) and the tip cell (B, arrowhead) as revealed by in situ hy-
bridization. (C,D) S lacZ expression; double staining of anti-b-
gal (green) and anti-Kr (red) revealing S expression in the tip
mother cell (C, arrowhead), the tip cell (D, arrowhead), and its
sibling cell (D, open arrowhead). (E) Summary of the rho (blue)
and S (light blue) expression patterns in the everting tubules. (F)
pnt–lacZ expression; double staining of anti-b-gal (red) and anti-
Kr (green) revealing pnt expression in the tip mother cell (ar-
rowhead) and its neighboring cells. (G,H) BrdU incorporation
studies in EGFR mutants (flbIK35; stage 12; G) and (stage 15; H).

Table 1. Tubule cell number in various mutants

Mutant allele

Tubule cell number (S.D.)

anterior posterior

Wild type 140 (±4) 106.7 (±6.1)
svpe22 96.3 (±5.2) 84.4 (±5.8)
ve4 89.3 (±4.7) 58 (±4.3)
SIIN23 104.2 (±13.4) 65.7 (±14.7)
SIIN23; ve4 24.3 (±2.6) N.D.
flbIK35 26 (±6.1) 19.8 (±1.3)
pntD88 99 (±8.6) 70 (±10.3)
spiIIT25 23.3 (±1)*
G455.2 × UASsvpII 158 (±3) N.D.

Number of tubule cells based on anti-Cut antibody stainings
that allow the counting of tubule cells. Numbers are given for
anterior and posterior tubules separately. flbIK35 is a null mu-
tant for the EGFR, ve4 is a null allele for rho, spiIIT25 is a null
mutant for the EGFR ligand Spitz. (*) Average number for a
single tubule; (n = 4) for SIIN23; ve4 double mutants; (n > 6) for
the rest; (N.D.) not determined.
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svp transcription became strongly reduced (Fig. 3D). Fur-
thermore, ectopic expression of svp in an EGFR mutant
background restored the tubule cell number to a consid-
erable extent (Fig. 3E,F). These results provide strong evi-
dence that svp is a downstream target gene of EGFR sig-
naling in the tubules (Fig. 3G).

svp is both necessary and sufficient to induce cell
divisions by regulating the activity of cell cycle genes

If Svp is expressed ectopically in wild-type MTs, an in-
creased number of tubule cells is obtained (Table 1).
BrdU incorporation studies indicated that this increased
cell number results from extra cell divisions (Fig. 4A–D),
indicating that svp is both necessary and sufficient to
induce cell proliferation in the MTs. To further elucidate
how the EGFR pathway and svp control cell prolifera-
tion, we analyzed whether these developmental regula-
tors have an impact on components of the cell cycle
machinery during MT growth. We examined the expres-
sion of two genes that are limiting key components of
the cell cycle during the period when the MT cells pro-
liferate: string (stg), which encodes a Cdc25 phosphatase
involved in the regulation of the G2/M transition (Edgar
and O’Farrell 1990) and cyclin E (cycE), which regulates
the G1/S transition (Richardson et al. 1993; Knoblich et

al. 1994). In situ hybridization reveals that both genes are
expressed asymmetrically in the everting tubules and
subsequently in the distal proliferation zone (Fig. 4E,G).
These expression domains match the svp expression do-
main. With the onset of the endomitotic cycles, a second
phase of cycE expression occurs from proximal to distal
in the tubules (not shown). In EGFR mutants, the tran-
scriptional activation of stg and cycE, which occurs in
the tubule proliferation domains in wild type, cannot be
detected (Fig. 4H,I). This correlates with a strong reduc-
tion of BrdU incorporation and the dramatic reduction of
the tubule cell number in EGFR mutants (Fig. 2G; Table
1). During the subsequent endomitotic cycles, expres-
sion of cycE is not affected (not shown), indicating a
specific function of EGFR signaling in activating early
cycE expression. In svp mutants, the expression of stg
and cycE is reduced (most likely reflecting that Svp is
only one of the regulators that transmits the mitogenic
EGFR signal; see below); however, in MTs in which svp
is ectopically expressed, stg becomes transcriptionally
misexpressed in the cells that undergo extra cell divi-
sions (Fig. 4, cf. F to B and E). We obtained similar, al-
though weaker misexpression with cycE (not shown).
Extra cell divisions can, however, only be obtained early
during MT outgrowth suggesting that other regulators

Figure 4. EGFR signaling and Svp control cell cycle gene ex-
pression. BrDU incorporation in stage 10 wild-type (A) and
G455.2–Gal4/UAS–Svp II tubules (mediating SvpII expression
in all tubule cells) (B). Cell proliferation does not occur on one
side of the outgrowing tubules as in wild type (A) but through-
out the everting tubules (B, arrowheads). (C,D) Schematic rep-
resentation of the BrdU incorporation studies in A and B. Red
marks cell division. (E–I) RNA in situ hybridization experi-
ments of wild-type (E–G) and (flbIK35) mutant embryos (H–I). (E)
stg expression in proliferating tubule cells of wild-type embryos
occurs on one side of the outgrowing tubule (arrowhead) in early
stage 10. (F) Upon ectopic expression of Svp, stg becomes ecto-
pically expressed in cells that undergo extra divisions (arrow-
heads, cf. E and B). In wild type, cycE is also expressed asym-
metrically in the outgrowing tubules in stage 10 (G; arrowhead)
and in the distal proliferation zone (not shown). Localized tran-
scription of stg (H; stage 11) and cycE (I; stage 10) is absent in
flbIK35 mutants. (J) Model of how tip cell (blue) signaling might
control tubule growth. Dividing cells are red; See text for de-
tails.

Figure 3. svp expression is dependent on EGFR signaling. (A–
D) svp lacZ expression shown by anti-b-gal antibody stainings
(the same results were obtained monitoring svp expression by in
situ hybridization). (A) svp expression in the tip region of a
wild-type tubule (stage 15). (B) svp lacZ expression is abolished
in mutants of the EGFR (flbIK35). (C) Upon ectopic sSpi expres-
sion the svp domain is largely expanded (arrowheads point to
cells that ectopically express svp; cf. A) and the cell number
increases. (D) Ectopic expression of the dominant-negative
Dras1N17 allele using the XB2-3-Gal4, reduces svp expression
(cf. A). (E,F) Anti-Cut stainings marking all of the tubule cells.
(E) Reduced tubule cell number in flbIK35 mutants. (F) Ectopic
svp expression of rescues the tubules of flbIK35 mutants. Ap-
proximately three times more cells were obtained compared to
the mutant condition. (G) Summary of the results. Svp (red nu-
clei) is activated by EGFR signaling, which emanates from the
tip cell (blue) and controls cell division.
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limit cell proliferation during later stages of MT devel-
opment.

Concluding remarks

The mitogenic property of EGFR signaling is known
mainly from vertebrate studies. A deregulation of signal-
ing activity can cause uncontrolled cell growth and pro-
liferation, leading to the formation of various tumors and
cancers (Schlessinger and Ullrich 1992). In Drosophila,
EGFR signaling has been studied mainly in the context
of cell determination, although there is also compelling
evidence for a role in mitogenesis. It has been shown that
mutant EGFR clones in wing, haltere, and eye imaginal
discs fail to proliferate normally (Clifford and Schüpbach
1989; Xu and Rubin 1993) and, conversely, supernumer-
ary mitoses appear in eye imaginal discs of larvae carry-
ing a dominant gain-of-function allele of the EGFR (Zak
and Shilo 1992). The underlying molecular mechanisms
have, however, not yet been analyzed.

From our studies on tip cell-dependent control of cell
proliferation in the MTs, we can deduce a model sug-
gesting that EGFR signaling activity emanating from the
tip cell induces svp expression in the signal-receiving
cells (Fig. 4J). Svp, in turn, directly or indirectly activates
the transcription of key components of the cell cycle
thus promoting cell division during tubule outgrowth.
Transcriptional regulation of cell cycle genes most likely
occurs through distinct cis-acting elements in their regu-
latory region. In the case of stg, such elements have been
identified (Edgar et al. 1994), and it was shown that stg
transcription is activated via these elements by develop-
mental regulators. It is possible that Svp might bind to
such a MT element and directly or indirectly regulate stg
transcription. cycE might have two such elements, one
of them regulating its expression in the proliferation do-
mains (dependent on EGFR signaling; Fig. 4J) and the
other during the endomitotic cycles in all of the tubule
cells. Whether Svp, whose function has been character-
ized initially in the context of photoreceptor develop-
ment in the eye (Mlodzik et al. 1990) also plays a role for
cell proliferation during eye imaginal disc development
is not known.

Our results also indicate that there must be other fac-
tors in addition to Svp that are dependent on EGF sig-
naling and are involved in MT growth. This is apparent
from the finding that the svp mutant phenotype is less
severe than the one of EGFR mutants. Those predicted
factors might include other steroid hormone receptors
that interact with Svp as cofactors. Studies on ecdysone
signaling pathways show that Svp can heterodimerize
with subunits of the ecdysone receptor and regulate gene
expression (Zelhof et al. 1995). Whether ecdysone-based
signaling pathways also play a role in controlling cell
proliferation in the MT is not known. Once cell prolif-
eration is completed, the tubule cells elongate as a result
of cell rearrangement and long thin tubes are generated
with only two or three cells surrounding the lumen
(Skaer 1993). We cannot exclude an additional role of
EGFR signaling during later stages of MT development.
This is consistent with recent results obtained with an

antibody against the activated form of MAP kinase (dp-
ERK), which visualizes the activated state of receptor
tyrosine kinase (RTK) signaling pathways and shows a
rather uniform dp-ERK pattern in all of the tubule cells
(Gabay et al. 1997). As there is no apparent tubule elon-
gation defect in svp mutants, other downstream factors
must be involved in mediating this potential aspect of
EGFR signaling. In summary, our data provide a frame-
work for further analysis of the molecular mechanisms
that underlie the control of cell proliferation by develop-
mental regulators during MT morphogenesis.

Materials and methods

Drosophila stocks
Oregon-R, flbIK35, spiIIT25, svpe22, ve4, aoswIID7, SIIN23, pntD88, l(3)07825
(pnt lacZ), l(3)07842 (svp lacZ), l(2)05671 (S lacZ) (Bloomington stock
center; Karpen and Spradling 1992), UAS–sSpi, UAS–Rho (Gabay et al.
1996), UAS–Dras1V12gof, UAS–Dras1N17lof and UAS–Drafgof [gifts of N.
Perrimon (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA)], XB2–3Gal4 (S. Stein,
unpubl.), and G455.2Gal4 (a gift of U. Hinz, Universität Köln, Germany),
both of which mediate rather ubiquitous expression in the tubule pri-
mordium and during tubule outgrowth. rho;S double mutants were gen-
erated according to genetic standard procedures.

Imunocytochemistry and in situ hybridization
Whole-mount RNA in situ hybridization was performed according to
standard procedures. As templates, we used transcript-specific probes for
svpI and svpII (Mlodzik et al. 1990), probes for Egfr and spi, rho, S (Gabay
et al. 1996), and stg and cycE [gifts of C.F. Lehner (Edgar and Lehner
1996)]. Antibody staining of whole-mount embryos was carried out ac-
cording to standard procedures. Antibodies were used: mAb 22C10 and
mAb FascII (1:20; gifts of C. Goodman, University of California, Berke-
ley), anti-b-galactosidase (Cappel; 1:1000), anti-Kr (1:10; gift of U. Gaul,
Rockefeller University, New York, NY), and mAb Cut (1:20; Hybridoma
bank).

BrdU pulse labeling
BrdU (Sigma) labeling was performed, with modifications for embryos,
essentially as described (Skaer 1989). Cell death was detected with acri-
dine orange and with an adaptation of the TUNEL method (T. Imaoka,
pers. comm.; Boehringer Mannheim).

Generation of UAS–Svp effector constructs
svpI and svpII cDNAs were cloned into the pUAST vector (Brand and
Perrimon 1993). Transgenic flies were generated by P-element-mediated
transformation and stable lines were established. For the ectopic expres-
sion experiments, embryos were collected at 29°C and analyzed by RNA
in situ hybridization or antibody stainings. In rescue experiments and in
the ectopic expression assays, both UAS–Svp I and UAS–Svp II behaved
the same.
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